Lithographically Defined Macroscale Modulation of Lateral Fluidity and Phase Separation Realized via Patterned Nanoporous Silica-Supported Phospholipid Bilayers
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ABSTRACT: Using lithographically defined surfaces consisting of hydrophilic patterns of nanoporous and nonporous (bulk) amorphous silica, we show that fusion of small, unilamellar lipid vesicles produces a single, contiguous, fluid bilayer phase experiencing a predetermined pattern of interfacial interactions. Although long-range lateral fluidity of the bilayer, characterized by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching, indicates a nominally single average diffusion constant, fluorescence microscopy-based measurements of temperature-dependent onset of fluidity reveals a locally enhanced fluidity for bilayer regions supported on nanoporous silica in the vicinity of the fluid–gel transition temperature. Furthermore, thermally quenching lipid bilayers composed of a binary lipid mixture below its apparent miscibility transition temperature induces qualitatively different lateral phase separation in each region of the supported bilayer: The nanoporous substrate produces large, microscopic domains (and domain-aggregates), whereas surface texture characterized by much smaller domains and devoid of any domain-aggregates appears on bulk glass-supported regions of the single-lipid bilayer. Interestingly, lateral distribution of the constituent molecules also reveals an enrichment of gel-phase lipids over nanoporous regions, presumably as a consequence of differential mobilities of constituent lipids across the topographic bulk/nanoporous boundary. Together, these results reveal that subtle local variations in constraints imposed at the bilayer interface, such as by spatial variations in roughness and substrate adhesion, can give rise to significant differences in macroscale biophysical properties of phospholipid bilayers even within a single, contiguous phase.

Tenacious binding of inorganic silica with organic phospholipid assemblies in water enables the class of supported membranes, which has drawn significant practical interest as simplified models of cellular membranes and as components of biosensors and assays of membrane targets. Previous studies indicate that this membrane-substrate adhesion is mediated by a thin layer of water, 0.5–1.5 nm thick, sandwiched between the lipid headgroups and silica. The structure and properties of the sandwiched water layer, however, are not likely to be those of bulk water; rather they are thought to be influenced by the underlying hydroxylated silica surface. The latter presents a mixture of isolated, geminal, and vicinal silanol (Si–OH) groups (average surface coverage, ~5 OH/nm²), surface charge, densities and distributions of which are determined by their unique bimodal (4.5 and 8.5) pK behavior. As a consequence of this water-mediated adhesion of lipid bilayers to silica, supported membranes display significant variability in their biophysical properties in comparison with their “free” counterparts (e.g., suspended lipid bilayers and giant unilamellar vesicles). Specifically, out-of-plane undulations, membrane tension, phase transition, and phase separation characteristics are all modulated in supported systems, which in turn constrain membrane shape transformations and modulate binding properties of membrane receptors. In this vein, colloidal sol–gel silica, synthesized from molecular precursors in the aqueous phase under low temperature and ambient pressure conditions, offers an attractive approach to altering membrane–substrate adhesion characteristics. The sol–gel formation pathway involves a combination of hydrolysis and condensation polymerization reactions, whose kinetics and interplay are readily tunable by manipulation of experimental parameters (e.g., via pH-dependent catalytic control). Thus, silica surfaces exhibiting a broad variety of structure and morphologies can be readily obtained through this route. Furthermore, by recruiting colloidal templates (e.g., micelles) as structure-directing agents, which are preorganized or which co-assemble during silica formation, the range of silica obtained can be elaborated to include exquisitely structured silica consisting of features (e.g., ordered porosity) spanning nanometer to micrometer length scales. Moreover, such sol–gel synthesized silica, owing to the high density of water-filled hydrophilic nanopores at their surface, might afford a better hydrated interface, cushioning the adherent bilayer from the substrate, while providing enhanced structural integrity and stability compared to free bilayers.
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Previous studies demonstrate that sol–gel silica offers adhesive preferences for membrane lipids, qualitatively similar to that of bulk silica. Laterally contiguous single-lipid bilayers form readily on planar or spherical sol–gel surfaces by standard vesicle fusion. The construct has been shown to afford a robust biomimetic strategy to stably encapsulate cargo and display ligands (e.g., cell targeting, fusogenic, or -PEG-terminated) in a fluid, reconfigurable membrane surface, which can interact multivalently with target cells enabling selective binding and internalization.

In addition to the presence of ordered porosity, several other surface properties of sol–gel silica are different from the bulk counterpart. These include the density, distributions, and acidity behavior of surface silanols, local surface topographical and “chemical” roughness, and the thickness and structure of the adsorbed/interfacial water layer. Here, we directly compare three key biophysical properties, namely lateral fluidity, phase-transition temperature, and lateral phase separation, of single phospholipid bilayers supported on nanoporous silica with those of phospholipid bilayers supported on bulk silica glass in single samples. Using a novel substrate configuration consisting of microscopic spatial patterns of porous and bulk silica surfaces in single samples (see Figure S1 in Supporting Information [SI]), we find that nanoporous silica-supported bilayers exhibit an enhanced lateral fluidity and a significant suppression in the effective gel-fluid transition temperature. Moreover, nanoporous silica-supported mixed composition bilayers exhibit pronounced phase separation characterized by significantly larger, micrometer-scale domains compared to those on bulk glass.

To enable direct comparison between properties of lipid bilayers supported on bulk silica and nanoporous sol–gel silica and to define spatially varied substrate characteristics, we first prepare lateral patterns of thin film silica mesophases (Supporting Methods in SI). This is achieved by simply spin-coating the sol–gel precursor solution (containing surfactant molecules) onto a bulk glass surface modified with an n-octadecyl-trichlorosilane (OTS) monolayer that is lithographically exposed to UV–ozone creating spatial patterns of surface wettability. Upon vaporization of ethanol, the precursor solution preferentially wets the exposed, hydrophilic glass regions and recedes and dewets the OTS-covered regions during the spin-coating process. Concurrently, solvent evaporation drives the formation of an ordered silica–surfactant mesophase via evaporation-induced self-assembly. Subsequent uniform exposure to short-wavelength UV radiation (184–257 nm) under oxidative conditions photochemically calcines the surfactant and remaining OTS and promotes further condensation of the siloxane framework to form patterned hydrophilic nanoporous silica patches bounded by bulk silica glass. A unique feature of this platform is that it enables side-by-side comparison of properties of single-lipid bilayers supported on bulk and nanoporous hydroxylated surfaces obtained through vesicle fusion.

Preliminary characterization of the nanoporous/bulk glass pattern confirms its purported structure. Large area bright-field images reveal the spatial pattern (Figure 1A), and AFM data in Figure 1 (B and D) confirm that the individual nanoporous-supported patches have uniform thickness (∼40 nm) with low roughness (r.m.s. roughness, 0.2 ± 0.1 nm) bounded by a tall rim (100–150 nm) at the edges of the nanoporous patch. The presence of tall bounding rims is not surprising since, during spin-coating, the evaporation of volatile components from the edges of a defined patch with fixed contact line should drive interior liquid (together with the sol components) toward the edge by capillary flow; a phenomenon commonly known as the coffee ring effect. TEM microscopy images of scrapings of these thin-film silica mesophases confirm the uniform, isotropic porous nature of the material (Figure 1C) in good agreement with previous reports. Subsequently, single phospholipid bilayers are prepared by standard vesicle fusion in which the substrate patterns are simply incubated with buffered aqueous dispersions of small unilamellar vesicles (hydrodynamic dia., ~100 nm) composed of the desired lipid mixtures.

Initial experiments employing DMPC (T_{m} 24 °C) doped with 1 mol % Texas Red DHPE (TR-DHPE) give rise to a pattern of fluorescence, which replicates the underlying pattern of the substrate type (Figure 2). Uniform fluorescence emission within each of the two distinct regions is consistent with the formation of laterally uniform bilayers spanning both the nanoporous and bulk regions. The enhanced fluorescence intensity (0–10%) from the bilayers on the nanoporous support is likely a result of nonuniform partitioning of TR-DHPE between the two regions and is our first indication that
lateral movement of lipids between surface regions is possible. Moreover, because TR-DHPE exhibits a strong preference for the fluid phase of the bilayer, it is also likely that the increased fluorescence intensity from the bilayer on the sol–gel substrate reflects the decreased packing density and therefore increased local fluidity of the bilayer over the topographically roughened porous substrate (see below).

To confirm that the brighter bilayer over the nanoporous support and the dimmer one over bulk glass are contiguous parts of a single-lipid bilayer, we carry out a large-area fluorescence recovery after a photobleaching (FRAP) experiment. A large circular region of the bilayer, encompassing an entire nanoporous silica patch, is photobleached using an intense beam of excitation light for several minutes. Subsequent recovery of the fluorescence intensity in the photobleached region (Figure 2) establishes that the bilayer on the nanoporous silica square is laterally contiguous, exchanging molecules via long-range lateral fluidity, with the surrounding bilayer supported on the bulk glass. Diffusion constants determined using FRAP measurements reveal comparable diffusion constants of $D_{\text{app}} = 1.0 \pm 0.1 \mu m^2/s$ and $D_{\text{glass}} = 1.3 \pm 0.2 \mu m^2/s$ for the DMPC bilayer supported on nanoporous and bulk glass in single samples. Next, to determine if the transition temperature of the bilayer elements supported on the two substrates differed, we carry out a temperature-dependent FRAP experiment. Here, the sample temperature is lowered to 18 °C, below $T_{\text{m}}$ of the DMPC bilayer, and spots are photobleached in the now immobile, gel-phase bilayer in both the nanoporous and bulk glass-supported bilayers.

The temperature of the sample is then raised gradually (0.4 °C/min, Figure S4 in SI) and fluorescence intensity in each bleached spot (compared to a reference unbleached spot) is monitored (Figure 3). The temperature-dependent intensity profile then quantifies the fluidity transition temperature (inflection point) corresponding to the local onset of lateral fluidity. The bilayer supported on nanoporous silica reveals a measurably lower effective transition temperature (∼21.9 °C vs 23.8 °C) than the corresponding bulk glass-supported bilayer. This reduction in apparent, local transition temperature agrees well with previous theoretical work in which reduction in adhesion strength, and thus increased fluidity, is predicted for bilayers supported on surfaces characterized by arrays of trenches and pits. Note also that the spatial pattern of fluidity, seemingly determined by the local variations in substrate nanostructure and chemistry, exists within a single contiguous bilayer.

A much more dramatic difference in membrane organization is visible when a bilayer composed of a domain forming mixture such as 2:1 DOPC:DSPC is cooled on the nanoporous/bulk glass pattern (Supporting Videos, 1—ja408434r_si_002.avi—ja408434r_si_004.avi). Previous studies show that this mixture phase separates when cooled below its miscibility transition temperature in a rate-dependent manner. Linear cooling (0.2 °C/min) of the mixed bilayer produces large, microscopic domains in the nanoporous supported regions, but no resolvable domains are seen in the bulk glass-supported regions (Figure 4). Lowering the temperature from ∼34 to 30 °C in real-time (Figures S3 and S4, SI), reveals the appearance, growth, and accumulation of irregularly shaped, dark, microscopic domains (5–1000 μm²) devoid of fluorescence. Because TR-DHPE partitions preferentially into the fluid phase, the probe-depleted domains can be readily attributed to the gel phase, DSPC lipids at room temperature. AFM images (Figure S2 in SI) yield independent confirmation that the dark, fluorescence-free regions are indeed lipid domains, rather than holes, consistent with findings in a previous study. Slow nonlinear (Newtonian) cooling at an average rate of 0.1 °C/min of 2:1 DOPC/DSPC bilayer on patterned nanoporous/bulk glass substrate: (A) cooling sequence from 33.8 to 29.8 °C and (B) heating sequence from 23 to 55 °C (Supporting Video S1ja408434r_si_002.avi).

Figure 3. Temperature-dependent fluorescence recovery of bleached spots in a nanoporous and bulk silica-supported gel phase (nonfluid) bilayer. (A) 18.5 °C, (B) 25.3 °C, and (C) fractional recovery profile as a function of temperature.

Figure 4. Selected frames from time-lapse fluorescence images acquired during linear thermal trajectory (0.2 °C/min; 2:1 DOPC:DSPC bilayer on patterned nanoporous/bulk glass substrate: (A) cooling sequence from 33.8 to 29.8 °C and (B) heating sequence from 23 to 55 °C (Supporting Video S1ja408434r_si_002.avi).
Results presented here show that subtle differences at the membrane interface with the substrate translate into dramatic differences in lateral fluidities and phase separation in supported membranes. To further consider if these differences originate from differences in chemistry or topography of the underlying substrate, an early report purportedly studying the membrane interface with the substrate translates into dramatically diminished because of a persistent interfacial water layer roughness present because of porosity is much more the smooth substrate and domains remain small, because of elastic barrier, on the rough substrate. In our case, physical roughness presents because of porosity is much more diminished because of a persistent interfacial water layer resulting from enhanced wettability of the nanoporous hydroxylated sol–gel film. Recall also that the differences in chemistry between the two substrate types are related to the differences in density and acidity of the silanol groups as well as the thickness and structure of the adsorbed water layer. These differences thus translate into differences in membrane–substrate adhesion energy. On the basis of the above factors, we reason that it is the ability of the bilayer to bridge across the pores of the sol–gel substrate supported on an interfacial water layer, and the resultant reduction in lipid–silica interaction, that gives rise to reduced adhesion, which, in agreement with theory, drives the observed enhancement in lateral fluidity and preferential partitioning of gel phase lipids into nanoporous regions.

A corollary finding, which emerges from this study, is that the effect of interfacial interactions is highly local, producing spatial regions of coexisting physical properties within the single-lipid bilayer phase. The correspondence of this interfacial nanostructure-dependent amplification of lateral fluidity and phase separation propensity with natural cytoskeleton-supported lipid bilayers is unknown, but we suspect that nature has discovered this behavior before us.
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